Thank you for participating in Cleveland Sight Center's #FourOtherSenses Scavenger Hunt! In this activity, participants will identify and capture pictures of items while walking in their home or neighborhood using the senses of touch, hearing, smell and taste - all other senses aside from sight. It is our hope that you have fun and begin to notice other ways to experience and learn about the world around you. These senses are necessary for those with little or no vision when using a white cane, cooking, traveling, playing and more. Be as creative as you can, and share your favorite photos with the #FourOtherSenses and #WhiteCaneWalkCleveland for a chance to win fun CSC prizes!

Find Something:

- Fuzzy
- Soft
- Hard
- Sour
- Long
- Smooth
- Rough
- Quiet
- Crunchy
- Wet
- Dry
- Light
- Heavy
- Loud
- Salty
- Short
- Sweet
- Squishy
- Bumpy
- Prickly
- Large